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Book Reviews
Daniel Murphree, Book Review Editor
La Fl,orida: Five Hundred Years ofHispanic Presence. Edited by Viviana
Diaz Balsera and Rachel A. May. (Gainesville: University Press
of Florida, 2014. Acknowledgments, figures, tables, notes. Pp.
xv, 312. $79.95 cloth.)
While many are familiar with Florida's close relationship to
Spain and Latin America, few realize the depth of the relationships
or the duration of the Spanish presence in Florida. From its "discovery" by Ponce de Leon to the recent influx of immigrants from
across South America, Florida has been shaped by Hispanic culture and peoples. The edited volume, La Florida: Five Hundred Years
of Hispanic Presence, seeks to reveal and synthesize this influence.
Divided into two parts, the work first looks at colonial Florida as a
Spanish territory. It then moves into the modern period examining
the continuing Hispanic presence in Florida after its transformation into a U.S. state. While tracing the general Spanish history of
Florida, the chapters also cover various themes from the myth of
the Fountain of Youth to the state's economic and military contribution to the larger Spanish Empire. A few authors even delve into
race relations from the I 7rh to 2Pt centuries.
At times the chapters can overlap, repeating details or events.
However, this is a common issue with edited volumes by multiple
authors. Some chapt~rs are stronger than others. The chapters
that form the first half of the work, which focus on colonial Spanish Florida, are the most compelling. Here we see how Florida,
as a Spanish territory, helped shape the larger United States, in
part because St. Augustine was founded decades prior to either
[108]
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Jamestown or Plymouth. Some of the most interesting essays dealing with Spanish Florida are those centered on the territory's native
peoples. FromJerald T. Milanich's essay, "Charting Juan Ponce de
Leon's 1513 Voyage to Florida: The Calusa Indians amid Latitudes
of Controversy" to Amy Turner Bushnell's "A Land Renowned for
War: Florida as a Maritime Marchland," we see how Florida's indigenous groups remained vital participants in the Florida experiment, often hindering the Spaniards' best laid plans for economic
success in North America. Bushnell also eloquently points out that
while Florida may have never been the crown jewel of the Spanish empire, it did in faersucceed in protecting the empire and its
treasure fleets, essentially as a fortress on the edge of the "Spanish
Lake."
The volume goes well beyond the native inhabitants of La
Florida and their interactions with European powers, evidenced
by Raquel Chang-Rodriguez's chapter "On the Trail of Texts from
Early Spanish Florida: Garcilaso's La Florida del Inca and Ore's Relacion de los martires." Chang-Rodriguez pairs the two famous Peruvian chronicles to gain a better picture of life in colonial Florida
and see how they united Cuzco, Cordoba, and La Florida into one
space. This essay does one of the best jobs in the volume of weaving together the lives of Spain's colonists throughout the immense
empire, all linked to a-!ld through Spanish Florida. The first half of
the volume also addresses the twin issues of slavery and race in the
U.S. South and at the edge of the Spanish Empire inJane Landers'
essay "Giving Liberty to All: Spanish Florida as a Black Sanctuary,
1673-1790." Here the author demonstrates the differences between
Iberian and British slave systems, using the free black town Gracia
Real de Santa Teresa de Mose, and its free black militia, to show the
opportunities available to escaped slaves in Spanish Florida. The
tension developing due to the Spanish policy of sanctuary then
leads naturally into the final chapter of the first half that examines
the diverse factors (both domestic and international) that led to
Spain's loss of Florida to the United States in 1819.
Although the second portion of the volume intends to "show
the changing patterns and influence of Hispanic-Caribbean migration into Florida in the last decades of the twentieth century," (xii)
it falls short. While the second half begins strong, particularly the
piece on Amelia Island's role in both the American Revolution and
Florida's movement toward statehood, it begins to lose momentum
shortly thereafter. First of all, we skip ahead nearly a full century
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from Florida becoming a state to the 1920s and Florida's "rediscovery" of its Hispanic past. One highlight is the discussion of Hispanic architecture, arts, and food from St. Augustine to Coral Gables,
by Richard L. Kagan, which is very well done.
Then, while Darien J. Davis's essay on the impact of Cuban
immigrants (particularly Afro-Cubans) to Florida prior to the
Cuban Revolution is eye-opening, the volume does not pay enough
attention to the diversification of Hispanic immigrants during
the second half of the 20th century. In fact, only one chapter, Alex
Stepick and Marcos Feldman's "Miami in the Twenty-First Century: Still on the Edge?," addresses the large numbers of Hispanic
immigrants from South and Central America who are changing the
face of Florida. Additionally, the majority of the chapters (in both
halves of the volume) depend almost entirely on secondary sources and present little new or innovative interpretations of Florida's
historiography. However, the work's goal is not to present original
research, but rather to "facilitate an understanding of the deep and
complex transatlantic connections between Spain, Africa, and the
Americas that influenced Florida's past; the demands that Florida
faces in its present as a crossroad of cultures, peoples, and legacies;
and the ensuing challenges that will continue to shape its future
as one of the most diverse states in the nation," and it succeeds
in this respect (xii) .. La Florida should be applauded for its readability and accessibility to both scholars and the interested general
public alike. Overall, this volume will serve as a great introduction
to Hispanic Florida.
Erin W. Stone

University of West Florida

The Origfris of Southern Evangelicalism: Religi,ous Revivalism in the
South Carolina Lowcountry, 1670-1760. By Thomas J. Little.
(Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 2013. Preface,
notes, bibliography, index. Pp. xv, 296. $49.95 cloth.)
In The Origins of Southern Evangelicalism: Religious Revivalism in
the South CarolinaLowcountry, 1670-1760, Thomas]. Little has introduced some much needed complexity to historians' understanding
of evangelicalism in the colonial South. While much solid scholarship published recently focuses on both the Church of England
and dissenting traditions in Virginia, the Lower South has attracted
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far less attention. In addition, Little also situates the religious history of South Carolina in its larger Atlantic framework, an interpretive strategy rarely used in colonial American religious studies.
The Virginia model has dominated the historiography of religion in the colonial South, often being seen as "representative of
the region" (xii) as a whole, yet this model fails to adequately illuminate the nature ofe vangelicalism in other Southern colonies.
Unlike Virginia, where the white population was largely homogenous, South Carolina's E-Hropean population was far more diverse,
resulting in "cosmopolitan and multiethnic elements" (xiv) that
helped forge an evangelical tradition there by the end of the seventeenth century. Evangelicalism and revivalism came much earlier
to South Carolina than to the Chesapeake, well before the Great
Awakening. And the intensity of religious fervor may also have
been greater in South Carolina than in Virginia: by approximately
1750, South Carolina had twice the churches on a per capita basis
than the Old Dominion.
The proprietors of the colony actually laid the foundation for
the early rise of evangelicalism in South Carolina. In an effort to
recruit settlers they offered liberal enticements: inexpensive land,
self-government, and freedom of religion. As a result, by 1700
Protestant dissenters-among them Baptists, Quakers, Congregationalists, Presbyterians, and Huguenots-constituted a majority of
the white population in the.colony.
Following the Bloodless Revolution in 1719, the revolt whereby
South Carolina became a royal colony, the migration of dissenting Protestants to South Carolina increased. This was largely the
result of the appointment of Robert Johnson as governor. A native
of the colony and an Anglican, Johnson possessed a broad view of
religious toleration, marking something of a departure from the
attitudes of some previous Anglican governors of South Carolina.
Johnson's plan of defending the colony from potential attacks by
the French, Spanish, or Native Americans, led him to propose
creating a series of eleven townships on the frontier that would
serve as buffers against possible incursions. Protestant immigrants
would populate the townships. While Johnson's plan never attracted the number of immigrants he had hoped it would, the plan
nonetheless increased the ethnic and religious diversity of the colony, including Welsh Baptists, Dutch Reformed, German Lutherans,
and many others. All of these immigrants helped to create what
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Little called "the development of a new religious synthesis during
the era of the Great Awakening" (83).
The clear prose in The Origins of Southern Evangelicalism reveals
a passionately religious society in the South Carolina lowcountry
rather than the one of religious indifference so often portrayed,
and not one dominated by the Anglican Church either. Despite its
privileged place, the Church of England struggled in South Carolina's pluralistic environment. This carefully researched and well
documented work will challenge much of what historians thought
they knew about religion in the early South. Little also does a very
fine job of defining terms and explaining movements, all of which
gives the reader greater confidence about his persuasive argument.
One example lies in his definition of high church when describing
members of the Church of England. Whereas some people think
the term refers to a style of worship, Little gets it right: in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries high church referred to someone who believed that episcopacy was absolutely essential.
The greatest flaw with Little's work is the less than sterling editing. It is unclear whether this fault lies with the author or the editor, but there are numerous places where words are left out, words
are printed twice, or there are grammatical errors: "In the wake this
showdown ... " (34), "in a effort to curb the factionalism ... " (36),
and "Quickly realizing the 'the great danger' that might arise ... "
(160), are just a few examples. These editorial lapses mar an otherwise solid contribution.
Nonetheless, The Origins of Southern Evangelicalism: Religious
Revivalism in the South Carolina Lowcountry is an important book that
deserves a place on many bookshelves and reading lists.
Edward Bond

Alabama A & M University

The Charleston Orphan House: Children's Lives in the First Public
Orphanage in America. By John E. Murray. (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 2013. Acknowledgments, illustrations, notes,
bibliography, index. Pp. xx, 258. $30.00 paper)

John Murray's book is a strong contribution to the growing
literature on the interactions between the poor and the institutions
upon which they depended for support, and especially to the literature on southern poverty. Murray's questions are not new, but
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the sources he brings to bear on answering those questions are
unusually rich, and his picture of the white poor of early national
and antebellum Charleston, South Carolina, is nuanced and compelling. Readable, exhaustively researched, and clearly argued,
the book unquestionably achieves one of Murray's central aims:
"to let the children and their parents tell their own stories" (xiv).
Murray's work is ?ased on a substantial cache of records, including
admission applications, commissioners' minutes, records of indentures, annual physicians' reports. He has drawn from this range
of sources to provide both quantitative and anecdotal evidence of
the impact of institutionalization on the lives of Charleston's poor
white children.
Several important pieces of the framework of Murray's study
will be familiar to scholars of institutional poverty in the northeast, and to readers of Murray's previous work on apprenticeship:
the administration of the Orphan House was shaped by the social,
class, and racial relationships of its community; the institution was
only moderately successful at training or reforming its charges; and
the institution struggled to balance moral responsibility toward its
charges with pragmatic concerns of funding and consistent administrative policy. Two aspects of Murray's study render it especially
valuable: first, it includes an enormous amount of data on the institution's inmates and their families, and the details of their lives that
can be extremely difficult to piece together for the historian of poverty in early America. The book allows glimpses into communities
among the poor, which few scholars have been able to illuminate
at all. Second, the book documents an institution to which-unlike
county-funded poorhouses or many other private organizationsfamilies wanted to accept their children.
Murray's book depicts an institution that struggled to understand and adapt to the changing population of Charleston, and to
support racial solidarity in a society where white and black remained
sharply divided. At the same time, the composition of white poverty changed dramatically, from mostly native-born in the early years
of the new republic to primarily immigrant byt the 1850s, and the
ability of the commissioners to place boys in craft apprenticeships
declined. The institution educated children according to their
gender and class, as any institution would, but the commissioners
also adjusted the education of its inmates to reflect both shifts in
local labor markets and the availability of particular sorts of work
for young white men and women.
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Regardless of the institution's success at its stated purpose-to
"turn its charges into 'useful' adults," the citizens of Charleston
seem to have been convinced that its intentions were benevolent,
and that children would at least be no worse off within the walls of
the Orphan House than outside them. This sense of the institution as fundamentally supportive of community values underlay its
relationships both with the community and with other charitable
institutions such as the almshouse, and to a scholar of antebellum
poverty the sections of the book that deal with these relationships
will seem unusually free of conflict over authority and squabbles
over outstanding accounts.
The relationships Murray outlines are marvelously complex,
as he is able to examine the narratives offered by families in the
course of appealing to the institution; the interactions of families
with administrators in the course of establishing, monitoring, and
in some cases nullifying apprenticeships; and in some cases the
lives of children after they left the house. As other scholars have
argued and Murray details here, the apprenticeship of a child or
the child's residence in the Orphan House did not sever relationships with the rest of the family, whose members often stayed in
communication with the child and with the administrators, occasionally intervening (or interfering) in apprentices' placements
and education. These rich records allow Murray to explore the
complexity of family life in a period where widows were plentiful
and the economy often unstable: whether a woman was able to
retain or recover her children depended on both the financial condition of her new husband and his willingness to support another
man's children. If a woman was able to present evidence of sufficient prosperity she might be able to regain her children from
the Orphan House or from an apprenticeship when she had not
remarried; and remarried or not, admj.nistrators felt justified in
denying families access when they disapproved of remarriages or
individ_u als' behavior or character. One of the substantial strengths
of the book is Murray's ability to trace the lives of children after
they left the Orphan House as apprentices (the most common
cause for departure), adoptees, and to some extent, as escapees.
Murray details the lives of families using the institution to
describe both the ways in which families employed the institution
during times of financial strain or disruption by death of a parent or parents, and the ways in which patterns of use and administrative values changed over time. In these shifts are some of the
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most interesting findings of the study. Before 1800, for example,
when parents remarried, the children of the first marriage were
frequently sent to the Orphan House to be apprenticed out; by
the 1830s, women in particular were more often retaining their
children; and by 1860, about half as many children returned to
families as were apprenticed. This shift was not solely due to
administrators' attempts to equip apprentices to cope with a changing labor market; the particular relationship of the Orphan House
with the residents of the city allows Murray to argue that Orphan
House administrators' interactions with families were also shaped
by changing ideas about childrearing.
The Charleston Orphan House is an intimate history of an institution, and an important addition to efforts by scholars of institutionalization to situate the structures of social welfare in their
communities.
Monique Bourque

Willamette University

The Green and the Gray: The Irish in the Confederate States ofAmerica.
By David T. Gleeson.
(Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 2013. Acknowledgments, illustrations, tables,
appendices, notes, bibliography, index, Pp. xiii, 328. $35.00
cloth.)
-

In a book that is equally as accessible and useful for popular
audiences as it is for scholars, David T. Gleeson achieves two important tasks. On the one hand, Gleeson highlights the ambiguities
of Irish Americans' experiences in the Confederacy and uses their
example to pinpoint the shortcomings of Confederate nationalism.
On the other hand, he traces over the course of several decades
how Irish immigrants and their descendants came to embrace the
Confederate project despite a mixed record of participation in the
Confederacy. Thus, The Green and the Gray offers a cautionary tale
against treating war as a crucible of immigrant identity, even as it
also demonstrates the ease with which being Irish and being southern could intersect in meaningful ways during the second half of
the nineteenth century.
Irish Americans' strained relationship with the Confederate
States of America predated secession. Excepting the nationalist exile and proslavery enthusiast John Mitchel, the Irish in the
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South eschewed fire-eaters and only accepted the necessity of severing ties to the Union after the election of 1860. Once across the
Rubicon, many Irish Confederates (and some native-born Confederate statesmen) rallied their countrymen to the cause by drawing parallels between Ireland's plight in its political union to Great Britain
and the South's fate if it did not secure independence. But Gleeson
is careful to point out that neither the "parallel struggles" analogy
nor a desire to preserve slavery fully invested the Irish in the Confederate war effort. Even in the war's first two years, Irish immigrants
in the Confederate army and on the home front sought to escape
military service by claiming the protection_of British citizenship.
Much of the analysis in The Green and the Gray revolves around
how the Irish performed in the Confederate war effort. Gleeson
does Civil War historians a service by combining isonymy (surname
analysis), company rosters, and census data to downgrade our best
estimate for how many Irish Americans fought for the Confederacy, a figure that he places at about 20,000. Even more important
are the nuances in the book's analysis of how Irish soldiers performed in the Confederate army. Some of the predominantly Irish
American companies under examination suffered shockingly high
casualty rates, while others displayed a propensity to desert and
to swear an oath of allegiance to the United States government
after being captured. Gleeson probes deeper and finds that these
disparities are best explained by ground level factors like leadership, where each company was stationed, how long each company
served, and the socioeconomic backgrounds of the rank and file.
There were distinct Irish, southern, and military influences on how
Irish southerners fought, and Gleeson teases out all three categories to dispel popular perceptions of the "Fighting Irish" as archetypal Confederates.
One of the book's best insights is that Irish Confederates cultivated the "Fighting Irish" image in order to gloss over not only
deserting and oath-taking comrades but a less than enthusiastic
home front as well. To be sure, prominent Irish Confederates
like the aforementioned Mitchel, Charleston judge and South
Carolina Governor A.G. Magrath, and New Orleans editor John
Maginnis had little trouble whipping up Irish Confederate patriotism in 1861 and 1862. Alongside these civic Confederate boosters stood the Roman Catholic hierarchy in the South. The mostly
Irish-born bishops, priests, and nuns in the Confederate states were
almost without exception steadfast rebels who gave to their Irish
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Confederate co-religionists a theological defense of slavery and a
moral justification for secession. But Gleeson shows that the economic turmoil caused by the war eroded Irish enthusiasm for the
Confederacy. Working menial jobs in hotly contested cities like
Charleston, Savannah, and New Orleans, the Irish in the South
were disproportionately impacted by the conflict. They therefore
circumvented military service and accepted federal occupation
with relative ease as t!!,e war dragged on. Gleeson finds evidence
that this pattern of Irish Confederate weariness, having its origins
in the sectional crisis, manifested in the immediate postwar era in
the form of scattered Irish support for Radical Reconstruction .
Ultimately, however, - the threat that Radical Reconstruction
posed to the South's socioeconomic hierarchy led Irish southerners to celebrate its downfall and to join in memorializing the Lost
Cause. In the book's final chapter, Gleeson examines how the Irish
conjured a Confederate spirit in the last third of the nineteenth century that many of them had abandoned during the Civil War. Here,
Irish backgrounds were essential, for the sense of exile and longing
for return that had been brought to America by the Irish famine
complemented the mood of the postbellum South. Meanwhile, participating in the memorialization of the Confederacy- and especially of prominent Irish Confederates-allowed the Irish to lay claim to
a "true" southern identity that they had not earned during the war.
In arguing that Irish Americans' experiences in the Civil
War South reveal the limitations of Confederate nationalism,
Gleeson emphasizes that his book does not advance an explanation for the Confederacy's defeat. Instead, it aims to highlight
the fluidity and even the impotency of national identity in the
mid-nineteenth century, and it does this admirably. The Green
and the Gray is essential reading for those seeking an authoritative account of the Irish in the South during the Civil War era,
although readers with an interest in Florida history will have to
be satisfied with brief discussions of the Amelia Island planter,
secession convention attendee, and Confederate general Joseph
Finegan. Additionally, by framing his analysis of the Irish Confederate experience as an inquiry into the nature of Confederate
patriotism, Gleeson offers conclusions that merit consideration
by anyone who wishes to understand the traj ectory and legacy of
the Confederate States of America.
Ian Delahanty
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Slavery and Freedom in Savannah. Edited by Leslie M. Harris and
Daina R. Berry (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2014.
Acknowledgements, illustrations, notes, index, Pp. xxi, 288.
$34. 95.)

Slavery and Freedom in Savannah is a collection of nine full essays
supplemented by twenty-five short essays incorporated as "sidebars"
that examines the more than two hundred-year social, cultural,
and intellectual history of African Americans in Savannah, Georgia, both enslaved and free. Starting with the transatlantic slave
trade and its impact following Georgia's_founding in 1733, the
work's scope extends to the beginning of the end ofJim Crow with
the U. S. Supreme Court decision in Brown v. Board of Education in
1954. Yet with Black Savannah 1788 - 1864 by Whittington B. Johnson published in 1996, and The Negro in Savannah, 1865 - 1900 by
Robert Perdue published even earlier in 1971 (both without illustrations), students and readers of the African-American southern
experience might logically ask: What does this work tell us that we
do not already know?
Slavery and Freedom adds another 100 to 175 years of Savannah's African-American past experience (before Johnson and
after Perdue) through the end of and after the Civil War that
includes Reconstruction and its challenges. It also examines the
period that followed, regularly, if at times formulaically, referred
to as the "nadir," or the lowest point in attitudes of white Americans about the lives of black Americans. Yet, Slavery and Freedom
more than succeeds at providing a scholarly interpretation of over
two hundred years of black Savannah. Its collection of essays offers
points of view that draw upon varied sources chronologically while
capturing the meaning of the middle ground experience between
slavery and freedom. However, the collection's main argument,
even as each essay establishes its own thesis, is that the middle
ground of slavery and freedom and the ground surrounding it,
before and after the Civil War, cannot be understood unless seen
within its urban context.
Savannah's emergence as a transatlantic port and point of
embarkation for enslaved West African workers forced to labor
in the rice and indigo fields of the low country, the cotton commerce following the technology of the gin that enhanced Savannah's role in the expanding global market's demand for such
commodities, as well as the urban experiences unique to its port
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city activities shaped the experience of slavery, freedom, and its
middle ground. This is surely not to say that the rural experience
of plantation slavery that defined more than 80% of the prewar
experience of enslaved workers is historiographically less relevant.
Instead, this collection argues that the story cannot be whole unless
it also includes the urban experience that contains it in places like
Charleston, New 9rleans, Mobile and Savannah. Here, the story
includes the view from the main house and the slave quarters,
within a neighborhood and its occupants, free and enslaved, mistresses and "servants" centrally located within the port city's political, social and commercial urban life, skilled laborers and market
entrepreneurs of African descent that also owned humans, passing
their ownership on through their estates, and, a postwar intellectual culture securing a place and space in the public sphere of their
urban lives when as the nadir would have it, those lives were all but
extinct.
But it is perhaps in the middle ground of slavery and freedom
with black Savannah, both enslaved and free, that these collected
essays assume their most interesting feature. At the center of this
collection is a narrative of historical agency in the institution of the
black church with its origins in 1788; barely more than 50 years following Savannah's founding. Intertwined with Savannah's port city
history and its increasing dependence on slave labor to sustain its
growth and developmentis the history of Savannah's black church
life in the founding of the First African Baptist, Second African
Baptist and Third African Baptist churches, all well within the first
quarter of the nineteenth century as the cotton economy took hold
of the city's port and from there its social and political life. Slavery
and Freedom reveals these venerable institutions often making a way
out of no way for their membership, operating within the middle
ground of slavery and freedom, as ministers, at times enslaved,
acted through guardianships held by whites required by law, while
they pastored churches made up of enslaved and free black folks,
alike. That the black church, at first aggressively opposed by Savannah's white leadership as a threat to its control of slave labor, was
soon recognized as intending "peace and reconciliation," and its
growth aided by that leadership is worth noting, and this collection
of essays does.
In this setting, a packet of sixty copies of David Walker's Appeal
arrived in Savannah in 1830, an incendiary pamphlet urging
insurrection by the enslaved, delivered from its port in the hands
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of a white steward of a Boston brig to the pastor of the Second
African Baptist Church, Rev. Henry Cunningham. Walker's biographer tells us that Cunningham immediately returned the pamphlets upon learning of their contents and "probably" alerted the
police with the steward soon after questioned. In doing so, Cunningham initiated the chain of events that followed, 'Yhich included seizure of the pamphlets, the governor's alert to the legislatures,
new laws quarantining black sailors entering Georgia's ports, new
penalties for seditious literature, and tightened laws against educating slaves. Surely, if Cunningham initiated this sequence of events,
operating as a formerly enslaved, freed man of African descent
while pastoring a church of free and enslaved African descendants
and functioning within the middle ground of slavery and freedom,
his motives for doing so must have been complex. This collection
of essays about how slavery and freedom operated in Savannah
does not address this situation and it seems unlikely that we will
ever know more than we do. Yet what the collection does address,
it addresses well, adding the urban experience to the disciplines
of knowledge that help us understand the historical meaning of
slavery and freedom in Savannah.

Michael Benjamin

Savannah, Georgia

Mary Ann Carroll, First Lady of the Highwaymen. By Gary Monroe.
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2014. Foreword,
illustrations, Preface, A Note on the Paintings. Pp. xv, 175.
$39.95 cloth.)
The Highwaymen burst onto Florida's art scene in the 1950s
with their vivid paintings of a Florida on the road to becoming
a mega ~tate, but with enough of its unique natural environment
remaining to make it an apt subject for their work. They continued to paint into the 1970s. The Highwaymen portrayed an idyllic
Florida rushing into the Post-World War II era with its seemingly
unpolluted lakes, ocean, subtropical trees and birds, its luminous
skies, and the ubiquitous Royal Poinciana trees, which are native,
not to the Sunshine State, but to far away Madagascar. While the
thousands of paintings produced by the Highwaymen found their
way into professional offices, restaurants and hotel lobbies, it is
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what has transpired in the past twenty years that has brought them
iconic status. In this more recent era, their works have skyrocketed
in value as collectors have queued up to purchase portraits of a vanishing Florida, under continued assault from developers and highway builders, one that holds much nostalgia for those who recall
the Sunshine State gf that era.
Twenty-six Afr~can American artists hailing from Fort Pierce,
an unattractive community bedeviled by Jim Crow and racism,
comprised the Highwaymen. Only one of these painters, Mary
Ann Carroll, was a woman. Their portraits of the Florida of just a
half century ago focused on the Sunshine State's east coast areas.
Non-traditional artists, they were influenced by Beanie Backus, a
kindly, Caucasian painter who also worked out of Fort Pierce , and
showed them his paintings of the natural environment around the
Lake Okeechobee region and elsewhere. The Highwaymen did
not paint in a formal studio, but wherever they could, and they sold
these paintings for $25 to $35 out of the trunks of their cars, which
took them along Florida's back roads, from Miami to Flagler Beach,
in search of sales. Recognized in their time as a unique genre of
painters, for both their subject matter and for the bright colors
employed in their work, the Highwaymen carved out a decent living for themselves, clearly one superior to the alternative, which
would have entailed wrenching work in servile tasks, such as that
found in the agricultural fields in and around Fort Pierce. Further,
they defied the segregation norms of that era by selling their works
almost exclusively to white professionals.
In Mary Ann Carroll, First Lady of the Highwaymen, Gary Monroe,
a professor of fine arts and photography at Daytona State College
and the author of two other works on the Highwaymen, introduces
us to the lone Highwaywoman. Monroe's study is divided into several parts. One tells of the life of Carroll, from her evolution as a
young mother up against the evils ofJim Crow and gender discrimination, to that of a fledging artist influenced by the works of more
accomplished Highwaymen, and through her time as founder and
spiritual leader of the Foundation Revival Center in Fort Pierce,
a small Protestant church in Fort Pierce. Carroll is a woman recognized at the highest levels of the national government for her
achievements in the face of formidable barriers. Monroe relied on
his interviews with Carroll for much of his information here.
Another portion of Monroe's study examines the stifling racism of Fort Pierce and Lincoln Park, the black neighborhood that
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was the home of the Highwaymen since the middle decades of the
twentieth century, a quarter that has experienced the same spasms
of change as other "Colored Towns" throughout the South, with
the exception that segregation lingered there longer than elsewhere. The largest portion of the book displays more than sixty-five
of Carroll's paintings, many of a breathtaking nature with the sea
and sky as a backdrop.
Like other members of this unique society of painters, Carroll was almost entirely self-taught, although she received help
early in her career from Harold Newton, a leading Highwayman,
and the aforementioned Beanie Backus. As a single mother with
seven children to feed, she was able to circumvent what would have
been the typical sentence for someone with her profile by painting and selling, and always with a sense of urgency because of her
family's dependency on her. While she was "a member in good
standing" with other Highwaymen, her abstention from alcohol
and the frequent partying that characterized the social side of the
group, along with her spirituality, set her apart from them. Carroll's achievements as an artist speak to the serious approach she
applied to her work and her life.
Gary Monroe is the unofficial biographer of the Highwaymen. Each of his books chronicle their work and provide us with a
deeper understanding of these painters, the segregated world they
found themselves in, and the uplifting story of their "rediscovery,"
owing to the rich portraiture they have provided us of a rapidly
vanishing Florida. Gary Monroe is to be commended for these
important studies, which have added still another element to the
rich social and artistic history of the Sunshine State.
Paul S. George

History Miami

FourthD.o wn in Dunbar. By David A. Dorsey. (Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 2014. Acknowledgements, illustrations, notes.
Pp.199. $24.95 cloth.)

Dunbar is a small neighborhood in Fort Myers, Florida, that
over the past sixty years has produced a very large number of
National Football League (NFL) players. It is an African-American
community plagued by crime, drugs, and unemployment. Those
who are employed earn an average income that falls below the
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poverty line. During the 1980s, Fort Myers became a center for
crack cocaine distribution in the eastern United States, and by the
end of the decade heroin, cocaine and PCP were all well established in the area. Dunbar was producing not only NFL players, but
its share of drug dealers, users, and tragic life stories.
David Dorsey, a _!Jniversity of Kansas graduate, came to Fort
Myers in 1994 and has been working since then as a reporter for the
Fort Myers News-Press. His resume includes both the Kansas City Star
and USA Today. Dorseyarrived with no knowledge of Florida outside
of Disney World and knew nothing of Fort Myers. Upon arrival he was
warned to stay out of the Dunbar neighborhood for his own safety.
What he learned abounfie community was that it was not only
riddled with crime and poverty, but that many individuals who lived
there used football as a means to escape and find "success" in America. It was the numbers that attracted Dorsey's attention and led him
to ask the "why question" about this place and this phenomenon.
His quest to find answers started with the most famous, most
successful, and greatest football player to come out of the community: Deion Sanders. The first chapter opens with his first encounter with Sanders in a day spent with the charismatic athlete. From
this point on, the volume moves from one prominent athlete to
another who either succeeded or failed to break out of Dunbar
and into the wider world of American athletic fame and glory. All
of them had strong ties o the community, some would return,
and some never left. Each story is different and most, even those
from different eras, are interconnected. Those who fail and succeed often come from similar circumstances, and some even come
from the same families. Each chapter tells the story of one, two,
and sometimes, three people.
Why some fail and some succeed remains a mystery. The patterns are often the same-absent fathers, single mothers, poverty,
and the lure of gangs and drugs all play a role in Dunbar. Athletics,
and particularly football, serve as an important outlet for those who
escape, but gridiron success does not always translate beyond Dunbar. Random violence and street crime can intervene, sometimes
fatally. Drugs seem to be the major obstacle, although until sometime in the '90s, neighborhood drug dealers looked out for those
with great athletic skill, protecting them from the drug culture.
The many stories in Fourth Down in Dunbar sometimes seem to
be similar to a movie of a train wreck or plane crash running on a
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continuous loop. The amount of human wreckage encountered in
these pages casts a pall of gloom unrelieved by the success stories.
And how is success defined in this tale of young men who make
it in the NFL? The preoccupation with glitz and bling, expensive
cars, and massive consumption of luxury necessities turns success
into a hollow reward. Is this really the measure of success in America? From these pages the answer to that question is probably "yes."
So how is it that some escape the tragic endings experienced by
many and go on to fame and fortune? Are there any commonalties
to be found within these profiles of football players? It seems to be
that there are some threads that are present in at least several of the
successes, although not all. First, strong dedicated mothers, grandmothers, and sisters are often important. Second, players who succeed often find significant father figures, usually football coaches.
Third, in some cases religion plays a role, often indirectly rather
than from a direct experience with a minister or priest. Fourth, it is
football, a love of the game and a dedication to it that is important
to these young men. And of course, one can never discount the role
of chance and luck which are very often overlooked in a society that
is so invested in the role of the individual as it is in America.
In the end, however, Dorsey's effort falls short in explaining the
mystery of NFL player production out of Dunbar. Perhaps it cannot
be explained. Some greater attempt at summary and analysis could
strengthen this volume. There is a sense of tragic repetition leading
to nowhere, while at the same time there ar:e compelling stories of
triumph over adversity leading to the twin rewards of cash and glory.
If you are interested in the African-American experience in
Florida and/ or the role that sport plays in American society, Fourth
Down in Dunbar offers some insight despite its shortcomings.
Richard C. Crepeau

UrJ,iversity of Central Florida

TheFailureofI'ermLimitsinFlorida. By Kathryn A. De Palo. (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2015. Acknowledgements, tables,
bibliography, index Pp. xviii, 242, $74.95 cloth.)

In the 1990s, the idea oflimiting terms to improve government
swept the nation. Much as prohibition promised a better world in
the 1920s, term limits held out the promise of eliminating career
politicians. Voters in 21 states passed the limiting laws, usually by
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overwhelming margins. The real target of the voter's wrath was the
United States Congress, but those members were out of reach-it
would have taken an amendment to the United States Constitution to make that change. The proponents settled for limiting state
legislatures.
By the turn of the century, the movement slowed. Courts in
four states overturned the limits, and two others repealed them.
Washington state voters rejected term limits.
Florida voters approved term limits in 1992 with the highest
voter margin of all the states-76.8 percent, and the new law went
into effect in 2000. The resu1:_ts were dramatic; the 2000 legislature
featured the largest number of freshmen legislators since statehood in 1845.
Surely, backers predicted, the new limits would usher in what
was called a "citizen" legislature.
Kathryn A. DePalo, a senior instructor at Florida International
University, examines the impact of term limits on politics in Florida. Her conclusions are clear from the title: The Failure of Term
Limits in Florida. Her volume is an excellent examination of an
important topic and certain to be the standard for anyone looking
at term limits.
The model for supporters of term limits was the Roman dictator Cincinnatus, who eliminated corruption in just six months,
then returned to his farm. Members of the Florida Legislature
could have as long as 16 years to accomplish the same results.
Instead of finding Cincinnatus, DePalo found a revolving door.
Politicians still stay on the taxpayer payroll, but they do so by moving from office to office. DePalo's exhaustive research destroys the
myth of the citizen legislator. Shortly before the Amendment went
into effect, about sixty percent of the members of the Se_nate came
from another political office. Today, more than 90 percent are
moving from another political office.
The revolving door can work in many ways: about a third of the
House members have held previous office. After four terms thereor sooner if the opportunity presents itself-they can move to the
Senate, then on to county or constitutional offices. The Legislature
has lost its institutional memory and the ability to develop true leadership, but the restrictions did little to end the career politician.
The time limit has set up an almost comical situation in which
newly elected House members begin campaigning for speaker, or
raising money for a run at another office, even before their victory
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party is over. One candidate for the House announced his candidacy for speaker even before he was elected to his first term. For
others, election to the Legislature is the chance to prepare for a
career as a lobbyist. DePalo found an increase in the number of
legislators who turned to lobbying and showed that Florida has the
nation's highest ratio oflobbyists to legislators, 11-1.
DePalo found that the staff has higher turnover, and more
power. The departures are caused by the turnover of the bosses.
The added power is a result of the elected legislators being new
and unfamiliar with the ways of Tallahassee. Staff members guide
and influence them.
DePalo has done a thorough job, and lays out a convincing
case. She conducted nearly two dozen interviews with state leaders
and found that almost universally they found problems with term
limits. Those who supported the limits came to see the problems
they caused. The very people who championed the limits the most
helped DePalo make her case. In quotation after quotation, they
raise a host of problems with the limits.
In most cases, an author who lays out such a strong case can
hope that it will lead to some effort at reform,but the concept of
term limits has a magical hold on the voters. The original proponent of term limits in Florida was a Winter Park businessman who
borrowed the slogan "Eight is Enough," from the popular television program from the 1970s and 80s. It proved just catchy enough
to overcome those who mounted serious arguments against it.
It is hard to imagine any serious effort to overturn the amendment, or that it would get the necessary 60 percent of the voters to
support the overturn.
Perhaps there should be a book entitled, The Failure of Florida
Voters to Listen to Kathryn A. DePalo.
Jam es C. Clarke

University of Central Florida

North F/,orida Folk Music: History and Tradition. By Ron Johnson.
(Charleston, SC: The History Press, 2014. Preface, acknowledgments, illustrations, appendices, Bibliography, index. Pp.
160. $19.99 paper.)
Much has been written about Florida history, but little about
the history of music in Florida. Wiley L. Housewright's study of
the early years of Florida music, A History of Music and Dance in
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Florida, 1565-1865 (1991) stands as one prominent exception. Now
Ron Johnson has added another to Florida music history with his
lively study of folk music in North Florida. It should be added that
North Florida has a broad meaning here, encompassing most of
the main peninsula above the Everglades, and centering on areas
near Orlando and Tampa.
As the title suggests, Johnson's book is divided into two sections. The first deals w~th history, beginning with the arrival of
the Spanish, through World War II. It is an eminently readable
overview, with some fascinating tidbits. For instance, the French
established a short-lived cq_lony near present-day Jacksonville,
taught hymns and songs fo- the natives, and they, rather than the
Spanish, may have composed the first folk song about Florida. It
is well known that Stephen Foster knew the Suwanee River only as
a euphonious name on a map, but Johnson speculates that Foster
may have actually visited it later. There is no clear evidence that
he did, however.
As we get close to World War II, "History" blends into the
second and largest part of the book, "Traditions." Johnson is
intimately familiar with this topic as President of the North Florida Folk Network and a regular participant in the Florida Folk
Festival in Barberville and the Will McLean Music Festival in
Brooksville.
The "Traditions" section consists of nine short chapters, each
a biography of an important folk musician or musical family: Will
McLean, Gamble Rogers, "Cousin" Thelma Boltin, Paul Champion, Bob Patterson, Charlie Robertson, Frank and Ann Thomas,
the Makley Family, and Don Grooms. He ends with a concluding
chapter on the future of Florida folk music.
Will McLean and Gamble Rogers stand out in Johnson's
book. McLean, who began to sing professionally just atter World
War II, is portrayed as the epitome of the rambling folk singer.
He was an itinerant, hard drinker who lived hand-to-mouth, but
had a legendary voice. Always wearing a black hat, he became
known as the Black Hat Troubadour, and was successful enough
to appear at Carnegie Hall with Pete Seeger. Johnson considers
McLean "The Father of Florida Folk Music" (55) not only because
of his chronological position, but because he was the first folk
singer-songwriter to extoll the virtues of Florida.
According to Johnson, Gamble Rogers "is and will be remembered, without question, as Florida's greatest folk singer" (77).
Professionally he was its most successful. He was a member of the
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Serendipity Singers during the folk music boom in the 1960s before
he left for a solo career that lasted until he drowned attempting to
rescue a tourist caught in the riptide at Flagler's Beach in 1991. He
was known for his storytelling and guitar playing as well as his singing. He had mastered several finger picking styles, and in his songs
and on stage dialogue he created an imaginary Florida with characters and places that distilled to him the essence of the state.
The other chapters are populated by a variety of performers
and friends, ranging from Paul Champion, "The World's Greatest Banjo Player," to Thelma Bolton, the "supreme director" of
the Florida Folk Festival. In these different chapters Johnson
weaves intriguing vignettes, many first-hand, about the important persons who have comprised the Folk scene for the past
half-century.
One particular theme that runs through the book is the
emphasis of Florida folk singers on Florida. Beginning with Will
McLean, who saw the beginnings of the population boom, dreaded the invasion of the developers and knew that it portended the
end of a way of life in Florida, to Dale Crider, a onetime forest
ranger, who saw new environmental threats to Florida - the polluting of air and water, the destruction the petroleum industry
has caused - concern for the natural world of Florida has been
a prime concern or state folk singers, and as well as a central
message of Johnson's work. In the final chapter on the future
of Florida folk music, Johnson considers "saving Florida through
folk music ... an ideal and noble cause." It "is what Florida folk
music is all about," and, according to Johnson, as long as folk
music has a purpose then it will survive (136).
This is not a scholarly book, and it is not intended to be. It
is neither comprehensive nor critical and sometimes his speculation would not withstand close scrutiny. Rather it is an informal,
often vivid glimpse into the world of North Florida folk music,
and revolves mostly around the Florida Folk Festival, the singers participating, the administrators and the world in which they
live. It is many ways ethnographical; through conversations and
interviews Johnson has uncovered many stories and reminisces
of the principals, and the work's main value lies in how he has
brought to life this world, about which so little is known to the
general public.
Michael Broyles
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The New Encyclopedia of Southern Culture. Volume 24: Race. Edited
by Thomas C. Holt and Laurie B. Green. (Chapel Hill:
UniversityofNorth CarolinaPress, 2013. General introduction,
illustrations, list of contributors, index. Pp. xviii, 320. $49.95
cloth.)

The U.S. South has long appeared in scholarly and popular
literature as a closed and homogeneous society mostly defined by
its black/white racial binary. The region's many Latinos, Asians,
and Jews as well as its ties to the Caribbean are largely absent from
early histories of the South. _Aiming to provide a fuller and more
nuanced interpretation of Southern culture and society, the Center for the Study of Southern Culture at the University of Mississippi partnered with the University of North Carolina Press in 1989 to
publish a single-volume, 1,656-page Encyclopedia of Southern Culture.
This widely-praised and comprehensive reference work covers topics ranging from agriculture, literature, and folklore to violence,
manners, and the "mythic South." The volume also included a
section titled "Black Life" that used a biracial lens to examine African-American history and culture. Much has changed since 1989.
Informed by recent scholarship on race, (im)migration, and globalization, general editor Charles Reagan Wilson and his team of
volume editors published The New Encyclopedia of Southern Culture,
of which Race makes up the 24th and final volume.
Race opens with two introductions-a general introduction
to The New Encyclopedia and a brief introduction to this volumefollowed by an overview essay by volume editors Thomas C. Holt
and Laurie B. Green titled "Race and Culture in an Ever-Changing South." The first two-thirds of the volume is composed of 36
thematic articles such as "Criminal Justice," "Literature," "Racial
Uplift," and "Sports and Segregation/Integration." Race ends with
29 biographical and topical essays, including sections on Louis
Armstrong and Martin Luther King, Jr. as well as The Birth of a
Nation and soul music.
Despite its mix of individually-authored essays, several themes
and arguments cut across the volume. Acknowledging the fluidity
of race as a social construction, the authors focus on the South's
multiracial landscape and connections to the rest of the world. The
volume pays close attention to regional differences as evidenced
by articles on migration, the Mississippi Delta, police brutality in
the urban South, and segregation and train travel. The South's
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racial diversity is reflected in entries on "Asians, Mexicans, Interracialism, and Racial Ambiguities," 'Jews, Race, and Southernness,"
and "Native Americans and African Americans." Focusing on
the movement of people and ideas more than place, the authors
consider the cultural development of the South alongside its relationship to Europe, Africa, Asia, the Atlantic, the Pacific, and the
Caribbean. Essays on the migration of Asians to the South during
and after the Vietnam War and subsequent 2007 election in Louisiana of an Asian-American governor and congressman show how
multiracial the South has become. Summarizing Race's driving
argument, the volume editors conclude, "Whether by disguise or
misrecognition ... race has been repeatedly revealed as ambiguous,
with uncertain boundaries, constructed and reconstructed within
the borderlands and contested spaces produced by the South's
social-historical transformation" (7).
Those interested in Florida history will find a number of
entries especially helpful. "Lynching and Racial Violence," "Latino Migration," and "Migrant Workers" examine the state's unique
racial and ethnic makeup that includes, in addition to whites and
African Americans, Cubans, Puerto Ricans, Dominicans, Haitians, Mexicans, and Central Americans. The articles emphasize
moments of cooperation as well as conflict between these groups.
Two entries deserve special attention. "Native Americans and African Americans" focuses on runaway slaves and free people of color
who sought refuge in Seminole territory. Unlike the Cherokees,
who adopted a form of chattel slavery, the Seminoles allowed black
migrants to establish maroon towns in exchange for tribute paid
in crops. Another article, "Latino Religion," discusses the migration of Cubans to Miami and Tampa during the first half of the
twentieth century. The overwhelmingly-Catholic migrants set up
churches, schools, and student associations_that mirrored religious
institutions in Cuba.
Schol_ars, journalists, and general readers searching for information on race relations, identity formation, segregation and
desegregation, migration, and notable Southerners of color will
find much to like in this volume. Instructors of African-American
and Southern history as well as American, Africana, and ethnic
studies should consider assigning Race as a supplementary text.
Graduate students working on seminar papers would be wise to
consult this volume before choosing a topic. Race's failing, albeit
minor, is its lack of cross-referencing to other volumes; "Etiquette
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of Race Relations in the Jim Crow South," for instance, appears in
Race and the Myth, Manners, and Memory volume. Criticism aside,
Race is affordable, complex yet intellectually accessible, and wellindexed. It is highly recommended.
Eric Allen Hall
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